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Welcome to Architecting the Cloud, part of the On Cloud Podcast, where we get real about Cloud Technology, what works, 
what doesn't and why. Now here is your host Mike Kavis. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Welcome to Deloitte’s Architecting the Cloud Podcast. I’m your host Mike Kavis and I’m here with Splunk’s Chief Technology Advocate 
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Andi Mann, good friend of mine. So Andi, welcome to the show and tell us a little bit about your background and all the magical things 
you’re doing at Splunk these days. 
 
Andi Mann: 
Hey Mike good to see you, nice to have thanks for having me. So yes my background some of them in IT Ops, I started as a trainee actually 
when I was at even too young to actually work in a data center I was seventeen years old on my first day on the job. I worked for a lot of 
banks, insurance companies progressed through lots of different roles automation has been a thread that’s run throughout my life so 
automated myself out of the job a couple of times eventually ended up in a vendor wide landscape so working mainly in pre-sales, 
technical roles I’ve worked in marketing, communications, product management, all sorts of stuff. 
 
At Splunk, my role is twofold as you mention the title Chief Technology Advocate this is a - it’s a title I chose for myself and it’s important 
to me because I see myself as an advocate initially for my customers. I listen a lot, I hear what they have to say, I listen to the marketplace, 
I talk to smart people like yourself, and try and figure out what Splunk needs to do to deliver the best possible opportunity for our 
customers to be successful. The other half is what people see a lot of which is things like this me out on the road at conferences on 
podcasts doing journal articles InformationWeek these sorts of things telling the world the sort of things that Splunk is doing. So for 
example I was up on the Keynote Stage at Splunk’s Dot Com big user conference with just about 10,000 of my closest friends giving the 
keynote, launching lots of products on stage, people see that part of the role but the other part is very much around that technology 
strategy and the inbound stuff as well. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
And talking about automating yourself out of a job, it will be harder to do as an advocate but we are going to talk about Machine Learning 
and AI so maybe you can automate yourself out of an advocate job here? 
 
Andi Mann: 
Well I’ve always believe in relentless automation but we’ll talk a little bit about that later on. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Okay, first question I just saw you and yourself and good buddy Damon Edwards and Jayne Groll launched kind of a new thing it’s called 
“NewOps Days” and I want you to kind of explain what NewOps Days is all about and what’s driving the need to think very differently 
about Ops? 
 
Andi Mann: 
Yes so I was looking around, I wanted to really connect with the audience that I most engaged with which is IT Operations, and I said this 
is my background personally but it’s also a lot of where my company is focused on helping drive new approaches to running IT Systems, 
and I looked around at all the conferences and obviously there were things like DevOpsDays and there’s ITSM Fusion and things like Data 
Center Decisions and Interop there’s lots of really good events and conferences, but I saw a gap for what I really wanted which is 
connecting with IT Operations practitioners who are not the sexy New SRE’s, they’re not the doing all the new things in Cloud your 
Google’s and Facebook’s and stuff are and they’re lacking an opportunity to learn, and so we are talking with Damon, talking with Jayne 
we decided that we wanted to put on a small event where practitioners could come along and learn how to do their job in this new world, 
right. So it’s I mean NewOps is a course just about how IT needs to run new IT systems in this new era of “Cloud-Native Service Delivery” 
right. And say what we’re not replacing DevOps people here in NewOps they go- is this a new DevOps it’s not, yes DevOps was so very 
successful and continues to be so and if anything NewOps days is an homage to DevOps Days - what we’re really trying to replace really 
is NoOps, this idea that there is no value in a traditional IT operations role and in the disciplines associated with that, so as we go into 
these new architectures with new ways to operate new environment your multi-cloud microservice architectures at a huge scale with 
web and mobile, real-time, always on, direct to consumer - this is how there’s a whole new way of running these systems that we’re 
learning about from the Webscale Businesses, and so new NewOps days is really just that it’s a reaction against NoOps it’s a little playful 
on DevOps but primarily it’s just about how IT operations runs production in these new IT systems. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Yes that whole NoOps term turns a lot of people’s stomach. The way I interpret NoOps doesn’t mean that there’s no operations it just 
means that when you start using things like PaaS, serverless, there’s no infrastructure to manage but you still have to manage the app, 
you still have to manage whatever a third party vendor be using, you still have SLAs you still have SLOs - there’s still stuff that operate 
but that term itself just makes it sound like I just I just throw stuff on the Cloud and magic happens and we have to look at it again. 
 
Andi Mann: 
Yes exactly right it’s quite misleading as a term but it’s also a little bit demoralizing if you are in IT Operations and you’re hearing your 
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management or you even just your supervisor throwing around terms like NoOps you still throw your hands in the air and give up, but 
you’re right it’s not about not having IT at all you think.  If you think about all of those functions that IT do, the IT operations does that is 
not server provisioning and configuration right that’s what infrastructure as a service basically gets rid-off but all of the rest of the stuff 
they do – backups and management configs, the tracing, trouble shooting, incident management, all of the helpdesk and reporting stuff, 
there is so much. And in the new era of course they’re engineering these new environments and so their job is about building, you 
mentioned SLOs, building for a liability and so forth so there’s a different job but it doesn’t go away, you’re absolutely right. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
And I think the other thing is that there is higher value of things to work on and as we’re starting to build Complex Distributed Systems 
in the Cloud, the skills in monitoring are growing beyond what we’re used to - traditional skills and we’re talking about things like resiliency 
engineering and visibility and all these types of things that are rising as far as importance where historically in the old days where we 
had very few deployments a year, it was more reactive type of monitoring, so the more we can free these people up from racking and 
stacking and patching to start doing more proactive monitoring and helping with like chaos engineering, resiliency engineering, you’re 
adding higher value to the overall product and service. 
 
Andi Mann: 
Right, I mean this is so important - I ask this whenever I do talks around automation and relentless automation these sorts of things I ask 
people who’s got lots of spare time? Who hasn’t got projects on the back burner that they’d love to get to if they could only free-up some 
time and Damon Edwards at NewOpsDays gave a really good presentation I thought on getting rid of toil - this mindless repetitive 
mundane work that drags IT Ops down in terms of what they could be, I know I like to focus on computers, on doing this mundane 
routine work exactly so that people can do what they are good at which is being creative, being innovative making leaps of faith - machines 
don’t do that very well but what they do do is that repetitive toil work and that’s what we need to get rid of in this NewOps context. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
And then buzzword that’s emerging that I kind of got turned onto in the last few months and been studying is observability and in your 
talk you - I don’t have the exact quote but you mentioned something around and you showed some really cool examples which I’ll ask 
you to share with the audience so numbers by themselves don’t really have no context, and what we really need is visuals and storytelling, 
so talk about what observability is and talk about that quote that you told us on stage? 
 
Andi Mann: 
Yes absolutely. So Observability is the property of a system that means you can see what is going on inside of it, it comes out of 
manufacturing like so many of the terms that we’re finding in terms of productivity and efficiency and things like DevOps we’re looking 
at Kanban, we’re looking at things like the Endon Code, we’re looking at Value-Stream Mapping - yes these are all concepts coming from 
industrial manufacturing and Observability is the sign it comes from a system where - the example I used was at NewOpsDays was this 
idea that in a water treatment plant you cannot see what’s happening inside the pipe and so you need to instrument inside that pipe 
with things like a flow gauge and a purity sensor and stuff like that, so that you can see effectively what is happening inside the pipe, by 
doing that you’re giving the system Observability - you’re making it an observable system. 
 
So this is, this is really important this idea that you bring Observability to these big largescale - Webscale Environments and you’re getting 
all of these metrics and data points which is happening right, so much exceeding traditional legacy environments because you’re talking 
again about microservices, containers, orchestration which is firing up things at a rate of knots and destroying them just as fast, so trying 
to tracking - you track numbers and metrics and you look at log data you look at trace data but the thing is that all of these numbers, and 
this is the story I told again at NewOpsDays, numbers are a construct right they’re not natural for human beings, the idea of an abstract 
number something disassociated from something you’re actually counting so a number to represent something rather than five things 
it was only invented like 3,000 BC right it’s not that long ago when you think about the length of human history, the use of the Number 
Zero actually only dates back to around the 3rd or 4th Century CE, so and think about this right, ancient farmers they didn’t need zero  
as a concept this was not a thing I mean imagine I’m an ancient farmer right I was standing in a field it’s fully empty got no sheep, no 
sheep is just no sheep right this ancient farmer does not need to count zero sheep, he knows that he has no sheep - it’s nothing, it’s not 
a thing - so zero was not even invented, I mean it is some concepts of zero in Egypt in the 18th Century BC but really zero didn’t come to 
real use after the Birth of Christ in the Modern Era. 
 
Ancient Greece didn’t have a zero until Ptolemy invented and in over 138 AD. Humans are really bad at numbers right - it’s a construct. 
The other thing humans are super bad at are large numbers, right large numbers are not part of our normal physical experience we 
don’t encounter large number in our day-to-day life. We’re really good at counting and understanding small numbers because that’s what 
happens in our world, but generally we don’t comprehend very large numbers at all, but humans are really visual people, so I said that 
numbers didn’t come around until about 3,000 BC so the first historic caver is of 300,000 BC. Right we are naturally visual people - children 
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will draw and paint well before they start to count, so I firmly believe in this idea of using visualization to overcome the limitations of 
humans with these large numbers. In these big Cloud scale composable of femoral world with these massive volume of metrics, yes and 
it’s not just IT data right in an observability context in a SRE and DevOps Context, you’re concerned about business numbers and metrics 
as well right revenue per minute, checkouts per minute, all on the Cloud whether it’s owned or leased and partner services - so being 
able to use visualizations to display all these data around this complexity in this volume lets humans manage and monitor these large 
numbers, these large scale systems. And just finally the idea of I firmly believe in storytelling as well and you probably don’t remember 
how long ago numbers were created but you probably got an image in your mind’s eye of an ancient farmer with an empty field with no 
sheep, the stories that you can tell so using visuals to tell a story about what’s happening in your world just becomes a much more 
powerful way to communicate. 

 
Mike Kavis: 
So and to that point a lot of the tooling including your companies are, you know they’re creating more visual type of experience so to 
your point if the water pressure in the pipe is a five or what does five mean by itself and even if you know five is good or bad what does 
it mean in relation to the other 12 sensors in there? So explain how tooling now is helping create these visual stories and making us more 
proactive in our monitoring? 
 
Andi Mann: 
Yes, it’s all about context and meaning right I mean numbers - like I said numbers don’t have inherent meaning to humans really outside 
of how many sheep have I got which is not one of these incredibly large numbers no one has got a billion sheep a day so they - I was 
working with a customer recently in finance and I got him essentially in an enterprise service plus where they are passing a billion 
transactions a day around through about a thousand servers they have got about same number of microservices and each one of those 
microservices generates metrics and data and logs these are the sorts of volume of numbers that we’re looking at, and so visualization 
is only part of that story. You’ve got to bring in ways to understand those numbers beyond just being able to say - I can show you an 
image of a thousand alerts but it still doesn’t initially help you, if I can crunch that data and understand that it really means there were 
three things went wrong in a network switch causing a cascade of a thousand alerts, now I’ve got meaning, and so this is how Splunk is 
certainly focused on is getting meaning out of this data especially when you think about these modern environments again coming back 
to this concept of NewOps working in an always on on-demand, mobile, online world - business cycles look different and so being able 
as an IT operations professional being able to look at my business cycle and go, you know what, this load spike is normal and this load 
spike is abnormal that’s something that’s very difficult in fact, it’s actually it’s pretty easy within a daily context right because like I said 
humans are bad at numbers they’re also really bad at patterns right so we are very bad at things like probability, looking at trends, 
predictions, patterns especially over long periods of time. 
 
Two things illustrate this firstly “Amara’s Law” it’s named after a futurist by the name of Roy Amara it’s about forecasting the effects of 
technology, and it states that people tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short-run and underestimate its effect in the 
long run, we can see in the short run this one technology say self-driving cars and we go oh wow this is amazing this is going to change 
the world in five years’ time I’m not going to have to drive a car - we overestimate the short run impact. But then we sort of underestimate 
the long term impact and so we see sort of the Internet for example a lot of people thought it was a fad, underestimated it in the long 
run, but and certainly at the time we were going well all retail shops are going to go out of business and yet now we’re seeing the impact 
of the Internet actually forcing but this in 15, 20 years later. Patterns. We can’t spot patterns - I’ll give you one example from my personal 
life I grew up in Sydney now in Sydney the original owners the Aboriginal people to Darwell there they actually identified six seasons, all 
of the European Settlement and lot of the people who most of the ancestors of European Settlers now they cling to this idea of four 
seasons because they’ve only been in the country for a couple of hundred years, they haven’t had 40,000 years of culture to understand 
that these patterns exist not in a four season way like Europe in a six season way like Sydney that’s where machines can look at huge 
amounts of data, give that data meaning and then your visualization takes meaning it becomes a lot more than just caver.  
 
Mike Kavis: 
Well I grew up in Western New York and there were two seasons there was nice and freaking cold. 
 
Andi Mann: 
A lot of my family comes from Maine and they told I can’t remember exactly how it goes, I think Massachusetts has something similar 
where it’s essentially there’s hot, cold and roadbuilding and there’s nothing in between. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
To get to the last ask question which really a good setup with patterns is how are we using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence in 
Ops in the future? I mean there’s a lot of work now to kind of or do some automation in Predictive Analytics where is that going? 
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Andi Mann: 
Yes, this is I think this is really important I mean someone who has again automated myself out of a job several times, I want to get 
computers to do more of the work and this is very much in keeping with the concepts or insight reliability engineering, when you look at 
the original authors of the SRE Book, the O’Reilly book for the engineers from Google who wrote that this idea that relentless automation 
- automate yourself out of a job get the machine to do more, this is what Machine Learning is doing for IT Ops and it’s scary for some 
people but again automation frees you up it away from this toil, so I’ll give you a direct example, so when you’ve got these thousands 
and thousands of alerts coming through so a large Microservice Architecture in the Cloud for example you might have every individual 
function is a discrete microservice every microservice is emitting a whole bunch of metric information about throughput and transaction 
times and business information like payload data, revenue cart numbers, customer IDs all these sort of stuff, you can’t handle this at 
scale - people cannot handle these large numbers, visualization helps but visualizing an impossibly an absolutely unintelligible large 
dataset actually doesn’t help it doesn’t give meaning. 
 
So what we’re doing with Machine Learning is using the patterns and using the ability of machines to recognize patterns even over 
relatively short amounts of time but certainly have a long amounts of time. So you look at business cycles your monthly even annual 
business cycles, what machines can see that and figure it out, so they can see that all these thousand alerts that’s actually normal for this 
part of my business cycle we just ran an advertising campaign maybe it’s Super Bowl Weekend maybe it’s Black Friday - these high spiky 
numbers are normal, the machine knows that because the machine remembers last year average employment in IT is probably close to 
around two, two and a half years now, so if you’re doing things differently from three years ago you actually don’t know that because 
you’ve never seen it apart verifiability to comprehend it and so machines can see this historical data, look at these patterns, provide 
visualizations, let you get meaning out of it -  so where visualization fundamentally is only as good as the data machine learning gives 
that data intelligence and lets IT Operations get to what they’re good at which is figuring out ways making these leaps of faith, innovating 
creating more reliable infrastructures enabling more self-service, letting development run faster creating a more reliable environment 
these are the hard things, let the machines do that number crunching to give you time to take care of them. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
Fascinating stuff, enjoyed your conversation – we definitely have to have beers on this numbers thing next time we meet. 
 
Andi Mann: 
I would love that mate, I would love that. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
But where can we find you on Twitter and where might we see you speaking next? 
 
Andi Mann: 
Oh super so, well on Twitter you can always find @AndiMann that A-N-D-I-M-A-N-N, pretty active there, certainly blogs.splunk.com where 
I’m going to be next - I’m going to be in couple of places I’m in Web Summit in Lisbon I’m talking about Security in the DevOps Lifecycle 
on a panel session there with some pretty interesting people from Puppet and Intel and after that I’m going to be, actually I’m the Tech 
Chair of the DevOps Summit which is at Cloud Expo in New York, on I believe the November 11th and 12th, so yes hopefully if anyone 
coming hears this and wants to come and have a chat, we can talk numbers. 
 
Mike Kavis: 
There you go, alright I appreciate it so that’s our show for today you can find this podcast and others by my colleague Dave Linthicum 
just by Googling Deloitte On Cloud Podcast, until next time - to the Clouds. 
 
Operator: 
Thank you for listening to Architecting the Cloud, part of the On Cloud Podcast with Mike Kavis.  Connect with Mike on Twitter, LinkedIn 
and visit the Deloitte On Cloud blog at www.deloitte.com/us/deloitte-on-cloud-blog.  Be sure to rate and review the show on your favorite 
podcast app. 

 

Visit the On Cloud library 
www.deloitte.com/us/cloud-podcast 
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